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1	 For her first novel, The Mysterious Affair at Styles, Agatha Christie wanted her 
detective to be “someone who hadn’t been used before.” Thus, the fastidious retired 
policeman Hercule Poirot was born—a fish-out-of-water, inspired by Belgian refugees 
she encountered during World War I in the seaside town of Torquay, where she grew 
up. When a later Poirot mystery, The Murder of Roger Ackroyd, was adapted into a 
stage play, Christie was unhappy that the role of Dr. Sheppard’s spinster sister had 
been rewritten for a much younger actress. So she created elderly amateur detective 
Jane Marple to show English village life through the eyes of an “old maid”—an often 
overlooked and patronized character. How are Miss Marple and Monsieur Poirot 
different from “classic” crime solvers such as police officials or hard-boiled private eyes? 
How do their personalities help them to be more effective than the local authorities? 
Which modern fictional sleuths, in literature, film, and television, seem to be inspired 
by Christie’s creations?   

2	 Miss Marple and Poirot crossed paths only once—in a not-so-classic 1965 British film 
adaptation of The ABC Murders called The Alphabet Murders (played, respectively, by 
Margaret Rutherford and Tony Randall). In her autobiography, Christie writes that 
her readers often suggested that she should have her two iconic sleuths meet. “But 
why should they?” she countered. “I am sure they would not enjoy it at all.” Imagine a 
new scenario in which the shrewd amateur and the egotistical professional might join 
forces. How might their investigative styles conflict with or complement each other?

3	 Despite Christie’s popular success, professional critics have not always been kind.  
A review of Christie’s play Verdict, on tour in the U.K. in 2011, begins,  
“The fascination of an Agatha Christie whodunnit is the plot. It’s an intellectual  
maze with twists and turns and dead ends, literally. Most of the characters are  
two-dimensional, at best.” This is not the first time Christie has been “accused” of 
focusing more on puzzle than people. Which do you feel is more important in a 
murder mystery and why? 

http://www.gazetteandherald.co.uk/leisure/theatreandarts/8814300.Review__Verdict_by_Agatha_Christie__Theatre_Royal_Bath/
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4	 In the Masterpiece Mystery! films, which characters do you feel are fully developed 
and multidimensional? Which could have been made more complex? In an interview, 
David Suchet reveals that he found the inspiration for his character’s unique walk in an 
offhand description by Christie: “Poirot crossed the lawn with his usual rapid, mincing 
gait, with his feet tightly and painfully enclosed within his shiny patent leather shoes.” 
Suchet’s physical interpretation of this passage allows us to, literally, walk in Poirot’s 
shoes. How else do the actors flesh out the personalities of Christie’s creations?

5	 In addition to 80 books, Christie wrote 19 plays, one of which, The Mousetrap, opened 
in the West End of London in 1952 and has been running continuously ever since. 
Her novel Three Act Tragedy spotlights Christie’s love of the theater even as it sends up 
the quirks and conventions of the arts. The novel is divided into “acts” and begins as if 
it were a theater program, with credits for direction, costume design, and, ultimately, 
“Illumination by Hercule Poirot.” How do the filmmakers create this connection to 
the theater onscreen? Does this treatment enhance or detract from the tension of the 
plot? In the beginning and end of the film version, but not in the book, Poirot says, 
“Our revels have ended”—a line, spoken by Prospero in The Tempest, thought to be 
Shakespeare’s own farewell to the theater. How does this quotation relate to the theme 
of the story? 

6	 Unlike the book, the film Three Act Tragedy gives Poirot a larger role and suggests that 
he and Charles Cartwright, a famous actor now retired, have been friends for many 
years. How does this deeper relationship affect Poirot’s investigation and its outcome? 
Why does Poirot react so emotionally at the end? How does this influence your view 
of his character? 

7	 The Pale Horse opens with images of the dying and distressed Mrs. Davis crosscut  
with Miss Marple listening to a radio broadcast of Macbeth. We hear the scene 
in which the three witches predict the Scottish lord’s fate. Why do you think 
the filmmakers chose to open the film this way? How does this reference to the 
Shakespeare play tie into the plot? 

8	 The time period, setting, and final twist of the film adaptation of The Clocks are very 
different from the novel. The original, published in 1963, takes place in a nondescript 
town near a naval base as the Cold War is heating up; Sheila Webb’s true parentage is 
revealed at the end. The film gives us the dramatic Dover coast in the 1930s, sets up 
the threat of a second world war, and leaves Sheila’s identity unresolved. How do these 
differences affect your response to the film? How did these changes strengthen, or 
weaken, the resolution? 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/masterpiece/poirot/suchet.html
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9	 Miss Marple never appeared in the novels The Secrets of Chimneys and The Pale Horse. 
Yet she is the star of both film versions. Why do you think the filmmakers chose 
to insert Miss Marple in these stories? What does the film gain—or lose—from 
switching main characters? How might the scenes be different if Poirot had been made 
the protagonist instead? What other stories would you like to see remade adding Miss 
Marple or Poirot? Agatha Christie writes in her autobiography that she “ruined [her 
novel The Hollow] by the introduction of Poirot.” What films or stories do you think 
might have been better off without Miss Marple or Monsieur Poirot?

	10	In 2000, the Christie estate changed its licensing policy: Films or TV shows adapted 
from Dame Agatha’s stories no longer had to use the time period, setting, and other 
specifics of the original works. Which Christie stories would you like to see updated? 
What would you change? Who would you cast in the lead roles?

11	 “Poirot here has seen much evil in this world and it should not be the subject for such 
mockery,” says the detective of a radio horror story in Hallowe’en Party. “At this time 
of year in Belgium it is the custom to light the candles in memory of the dead, not to 
tell the stories macabre.” In this decidedly macabre story, the victims die in a variety 
of ways—by drowning, stabbing, strangulation, poisoning. Is one method of murder 
“more evil” than another? How could someone who has such a deep passion for nature 
and beauty also commit the most heinous acts? What do you think Agatha Christie is 
trying to say about what society may perceive as wrong (an out-of-wedlock pregnancy, 
lesbianism) versus what is truly evil?

12	 If not exactly to the manor born, Agatha Christie spent her childhood among the 
well-to-do in the resort town of Torquay, along the southern coast of Britain on the 
so-called English Riviera. So it’s no wonder that she often set her novels on familiar 
grounds (baronial estates, seaside resorts, luxury hotels) populated by archetypes she 
knew personally—the independently wealthy, career military personnel, physicians, 
and other professionals. Yet her readers are from all walks of life. Why do you think 
her stories had such wide appeal at the time they were written? Why do they continue 
to be popular today? What themes did she draw on that were universal? 
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Activities
In Agatha Christie’s novels, party games often have a lethal outcome. Hallowe’en Party 
introduces two such pastimes: “Snapdragon” and “Bobbing for Apples.” A third game, 
“The Flour Game,” is also described.

Consider adding one or more of these diversions to your gathering, be it held on 
All Hallows Eve or any eve. If you like, precede the festivities with a supper of “rich 
iced cakes, savouries, prawns, cheese and nut confections,” as were served to Rowena 
Drake’s guests. 

S N A P D R A G O N

The food had been cleared away. A green baize cloth was laid across the table and 
here was borne a great dish of flaming raisins. Everybody shrieked, rushing forward, 
snatching the blazing raisins with cries of “Ow, I’m burned! Isn’t it lovely?” Little by 
little the Snapdragon flickered and died down. The lights went up. The party was over.

A popular parlor game in England from the 16th to the 19th century, “Snapdragon” 
was played during the winter, particularly on Christmas Eve, but often found its way 
into Halloween revels. The reason for the seasonal shift could be the demonic scene set 
by the blue brandy-fueled flames flickering in a darkened room or the even eerier effect 
of players popping flaming raisins into their mouths to extinguish the fruit before 
swallowing. 

In the book Games for Hallow-e’en, published in 1912 (available through Project 
Gutenberg at http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/5890/pg5890.html), author 
Mary Blain offers a recipe:

The dragon consists of half a pint of ignited brandy or alcohol in a dish. As soon 
as brandy is aflame, all lights are extinguished, and salt is freely sprinkled in dish, 
imparting a corpse-like pallor to every face. Candied fruits, figs, raisins, sugared 
almonds, etc., are thrown in, and guests snap for them with their fingers; person 
securing most prizes from flames will meet his true love within the year.

http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/5890/pg5890.html
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In the novel, Rowena Drake suggests draping a rubber sheet over the baize cloth before 
setting down the flaming Snapdragon. A less risky alternative is to simply top off 
servings of ice cream or pound cake with brandied raisins. Try this recipe:

2 cups large raisins
2 cups water
4 ounces brandy
2 ounces light brown sugar
Coarsely grated rind of 1 orange
Coarsely grated rind of 1 lemon

Soak the raisins in a bowl with the water and brandy for 12 hours or overnight. Place 
in a saucepan with the sugar and orange and lemon rinds. Bring to a boil, reduce the 
heat and simmer for 20 minutes until syrupy. Let cool. Refrigerate in a screw-topped 
jar until ready to use, for up to three weeks. 

The film also includes snatches of the traditional, and ominous, chant.  Feel free to  
join in as you play:

Here he comes with flaming bowl,
Don’t he mean to take his toll,
Snip! Snap! Dragon!

Take care you don’t take too much,
Be not greedy in your clutch,
Snip! Snap! Dragon!

With his blue and lapping tongue
Many of you will be stung,
Snip! Snap! Dragon!

For he snaps at all that comes
Snatching at his feast of plums,
Snip! Snap! Dragon!

Don’t ‘ee fear him but be bold—
Out he goes his flames are cold,
Snip! Snap! Dragon!
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P B S . O R G / M A S T E R P I E C E

masterpiece, masterpiece theatre, and mystery! are trademarks or registered trademarks of wgbh educational foundation.  
funding for masterpiece is provided by public television viewers. ©2014, 2011 wgbh educational foundation.

  closed captioned for viewers who are deaf or hard-of-hearing. 
 

agatha christie’s hercule poirot and agatha christie’s miss marple are coproductions of itv studios and masterpiece,  
in association with agatha christie limited.

B O B B I N G  F O R  A P P L E S

This seasonally inspired game will be familiar to many who played it at a childhood 
Halloween party. The means of poor little Joyce Reynold’s demise was originally meant 
to result not in drowning, but in predicting one’s future spouse, according to the 1912 
Games for Hallowe’en by Mary Blain (available through Project Gutenberg at http://
www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/5890/pg5890.html):

Into one tub half filled with water are placed apples to the stems of which are tied 
bits of paper containing the names of the boys present at the party, while across 
the room is a similar tub in which the names of the girls are placed. With hands 
tied behind them the young folks endeavor to extricate the apples with their teeth, 
and it is alleged that the name appearing upon the slip fastened to the apple is the 
patronymic of the future helpmeet of the one securing the fruit from the receptacle.

T H E  F L O U R  G A M E

This game is not quite as messy as bobbing for apples. In the novel, Rowena Drake sets 
out the rules to Ariadne Oliver:

Well, you just fill a tumbler with flour, press it in well, then you turn it out in a tray 
and place a sixpence on top of it. Then everyone slices a slice off it very carefully so as 
not to tumble the sixpence off. As soon as someone tumbles the sixpence off, that person 
goes out. It’s sort of an elimination. The last one left in gets the sixpence of course.

Note: If you haven’t got a sixpence, a dime will do!

http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/5890/pg5890.html
http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/5890/pg5890.html

